
Hello everyone;

  We will miss seeing everyone’s lovely presences this evening. Love to each of 
you as you sit in front of your computers reading this. Here are the ‘cliff notes” of the talk 
we had wanted to give to start the week. Please excuse their shortness, you’ll get the 
import of them.

  This year we wanted to focus on the heart qualities that must develop hand in 
hand with the wisdom and understanding of the mind. A good place to start is the four 
Brahma Viharas (or the BVs, as we will refer to them in the rest of this letter), which the 
Buddha recommended as being worth cultivating. 

Brahma literally means ‘highest’ or ‘superior.’
Vihàra means ‘to dwell’, ‘to live’ or ‘to abide.

 They are: loving kindness (or the pali word: metta), compassion ( karunna), 
sympathetic joy (mudita) and equanimity (upeka).

 The BVs may be described as meditative states, actions, responses to life. We may 
also feel them emotionally, but this is secondary. 

The fact that we all have Buddha nature means that these qualities are innate in us, 
they are part of the ground of our being.
 There are two basic questions we’d like each of us to explore during the Intensive:

 1) If these are innate and intuitive, why do we not naturally experience them all the 
time? What are the barriers, what prevents us from experiencing them?
Is it related to unwillingness to be present with fear, difficult experience?

 2) What does it mean to cultivate? We know it does NOT mean somehow denying or 
distancing ourselves from the human experience of their seeming opposites. ( I will not 
feel jealous, or angry, for instance. This would serve our preference for pleasant 
experience and aversion for unpleasant experience. It also fragments us, cuts us off 
internally from parts of ourselves, and does not lead to less suffering.)
Does it mean denying the experience of their opposites?
How do we cultivate these heart qualities while being fully present with all experience?

  Both of these questions are related; can we find that the seeming barrier to them is 
actually a window? If it is truly innate, then being present with the seeming opposite 
may open to the BVs as well.

********************************************************************************************

 We had wanted to spend time tonight brainstorming and collating our knowledge of 
what the four qualities are. Below is some material gathered from various web sources 
instead, Please look them over and add your own reflections.



Metta (loving-
kindness) is a 
soft, affection and 
care for others 
and yourself.It is 
not a hard, 
romantic type of 
love and not a 
love that includes 
extreme 
attachment or 
controlling 
feelings.
Selfish affection is 
metta's near 
enemy (that 
which 
masquerades as 
the quality). 
Moments of 

pleasure can spin us off center into grasping.

Karuna (compassion) is like an open heart that cares for everyone. It includes empathy, 
being able to see the other person’s position and caring for and about them.

Rumi wrote that suffering is the mirror that holds itself to where we are working.
Pity is the near enemy to compassion for it has a hidden quality of aversion. The 
delusion of pity comes, in part, from the belief that if we hold ourselves as separate that 
we are protecting ourselves in some way.

Mudita (joy with others), sometimes is called sympathetic joy or appreciative joy. It is the 
ability to be happy when you see others happy. Their joy becomes your joy as you 
welcome less suffering and happiness of others.

lifts the heart out of its preoccupation with insufficiency.
The near enemy of mudita is exuberance. Exuberance is an overly excited, even manic 
state. It is the sense of deprivation grasping at moments of joy.

Upekkha (equanimity) is the balanced state of mind. It is the middle way state of mind 
that is neither clinging nor pushing away.

Equanimity is spacious balance enabling us to work with, rather than against, change. It 
is equipoise; sustained presence of mind and confidence to meet all of life's incessantly 
changing circumstances with increasing poise and acceptance. Equanimity dissolves 
away the tensions in the mind
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They are mindfulness practices that protect the mind from falling into habitual patterns 
of reactivity which belie our best intentions.

Also referred to as mind liberating practices, they awaken powerful healing energies 
which brighten and lift the mind to increasing levels of clarity. As a result, the boundless 
states of loving-kindness, compassion, appreciative joy and equanimity manifest as 
forces of purification transforming the turbulent heart into a refuge of calm, focused 
awareness.

 OK! Tomorrow, please sit at 6:30 to 7:15. After the sitting is over, we will email out the 
day’s practice instructions to each of you.

We will all gather Saturday at 7:30 am at Harmony Yoga to share our experiences. 
Please do not hesitate to contact either of us if you need to.

 best wishes and in appreciation,

 Susan 


